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Dedicated to H. Freudenthal on the occasion of his 60th birthday 
(Communicated by Prof. N.H. KmPER at the meeting of November 27, 1965) 
l. On the definitions of secondary operations. 
1.1. It is generally known that secondary cohomology operations are 
associated with a relation, are defined on cohomology classes belonging 
to the kernel of certain operations and yield elements of a factor group 
of the cohomology group or, more generally, subsets of the cohomology 
group. (See for instance J. F. ADAMS [1], chapter 3.) 
In quite a number of cases however, secondary operations were con-
sidered in connection with a particular relation, or with relations of a 
particular kind (often involving elements of the Steenrod algebra), and 
hence there seems to be no universal agreement on a precise and general 
definition of secondary operations (even though ADAMS [1] gave an 
axiomatic description; as we shall see below, many topologists would 
still add some condition on the primary operations involved in the defi-
nition). 
On the other hand, there is an analogy between the construction of 
higher order cohomology operations and the definition of a spectral 
sequence, where the (assumedly non trivial) differential operator dt acts 
on Et, i.e. on the elements of the kernel of dt-1. whilst its values are defined 
modulo the image of dt-1. The associated relation expresses that dt-1 is 
a differential operator, i.e. dt-1 o dt-1 = 0. 
The purpose of this note is to investigate this analogy between a 
secondary operation and the operator d3 in a spectral sequence, and also 
to show that they do not coincide if one requires (as many topologists 
do) that no non-trivial secondary operation should be defined on the 
fundamental class of an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space; we shall define below 
(no 4.2) such an operation. 
This discrepancy is perhaps a consequence of the fact that the use of 
a spectral sequence allows a smaller indeterminacy (as will be shown for 
instance in nr. 4). 
The example of operation given below (nr. 4) arises in the study of the 
spectral sequence describing the cohomology of a fibre space (two-stage 
Postnikov system) having Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces as base space and 
fibre. Some details about this spectral sequence are given in nr. 5. 
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Throughout this paper all coefficients will be taken mod 2 in order· to 
avoid the trouble of giving the explicit description of the signs in terms 
of the degrees involved; but there would be no difficulties, except in 
notation, to extend most descriptions or results to any domain of coef-
ficients. 
1.2. The method I shall use here is not essentially different from the 
construction I gave in [6], but instead of using tensor products· as I did 
in 1959 I shall now at first follow a notation and definitions similar to 
CARTAN's [2], starting however from operations on cochains instead of 
cohomology groups. 
Let (in), (j8 ) and (k1) be three finite systems of integers and m aninteger. 
For any complex X, consider the groups of cochains 
L Qm+tr(X), L Qm+is(X); L Qm+kt(X); 
~ • t 
suppose we have chain maps 
tm: L QmH~(X) ~ L Qm+is(X) 
~ . 
gm: L Qm+is(X) ~ L Qm+kt(X) 
• t 
such that gm o tm is zero-(chain)-honiotopic, i.e. there exists a homo-
morphism 
hm: _L Om+tr(X) ~ _L am..:.l+kt(X) 
~ t 
such that 
From now on, we shall no longer always mention explicitly the dimension 
m nor the complex X (thus writing 0 instead of O*(X) and H instead of 
H*(X)). We shall use the following notation: for any cocycle x, x will 
denote its cohomology class. 
As f and g are chain maps, they induce homomorphisms 
fm*: L Hm+t,. ~ 2 Hm+is, 
,. . 8 
gm*: L Hm+J8 ...:+ L Hm+kt 
• t 
and 
gm* 0 fm* = 0. 
Under these conditions, CARTAN defined a map 
tJ)m: Ker tm* ~Coker gm'--1*. 
As we use cochain operations, we can give an explicit description of 
tJ) as follows: x being a cocycle such that x E Kerf*, we write f(x) =~a, 
with a a cochain defined modulo cocycles of the right dimension. Then 
tP( x) is defined as the class of h( x) + g( a), which is a cocycle ; it is defined 
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modulo the action of g on cocycles (of dimension m-1 +kt); taking x+~b 
as another representative cocycle of the class x, h(x)+g(a) is replaced by 
h(x) +g(a) +h(~b) +go f(b) =h(x) +g(a) +~h(b), 
which belongs to the same class. 
tP can be described as h+g~-lf. 
2. The spectral sequence. 
In order to describe tP as the differential operator da of a spectral 
sequence, we define a filtration associated with a graduation; the degree 
will be denoted by an index on the left. 
The (homogeneous) terms of degree 2 are 
2G= L Cm+ir(X); 
r 
is of degree 1 and 
0(} = ! Cm+kt(X) 
t 
of degree 0. The direct sum will be denoted by 
G=2(! Qm+ir)+l(! Qm+i8 ) +0(! Qm+kt). 
r s t 
The coboundary operator~ can be extended in an obvious way toG, 
thus leading to 
G* =2(! Hm+ir)+l(! Hm+is) +0(! Hm+kt). 
r s t 
The filtration (or graduation) of G induces a filtration (or graduation) 
of G*. 
Both f and g, which can be considered as acting in G respectively on 
elements of degree 2 or 1, will henceforth be denoted by the same symbol 
v (or v* instead off* or g*), acting on G (v* acts on G*), where we define 
v (and v*) as zero on terms of filtration 0. 
In a similar way, h can be considered as acting on terms of degree 2 
(which are mapped on terms of degree 0) and as being 0 on terms of 
degree less than 2. 
Let us define Ll, acting on G, by 
Ll=~+v+h. 
It is easy to verify that Ll is a differential operator. 
The filtration of G defines a spectral sequence for Ll. The first differential 
operator dt, acting on E1=G, coincides with ~; hence E2=G* 1). The 
1) Although the straightforward definition of the successive terms of the spectral 
sequence might lead to consider lJ as the operator do acting on Eo = G, I prefer to 
define d1 so as to get Ez = G*, keeping in closer touch with the spectral sequence 
associated with the cohomology of a fibre space where E2 = H*(B) ® H*(F). 
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operator dz coincides with v*, whereas ds, acting on Ez, is zero except on 
terms of degree 2, is defined on Ker v*, i.e. Kerf* (on terms of degree 2) 
and takes its values, of degree zero, in E 2, i.e. in Coker v* =Coker g* 
(because of the degree). A straightforward computation shows that dz 
coincides with the secondary operation C/J of nr. 1.2. 
3. The triple product. 
As a first example we consider the (Massey) triple product of cohomology 
classes 2). 
As is well known (MASSEY [7], UEHARA-MASSEY [9]), for any space X, 
if x E HP(X), z E Hm(X), fiE Hq(X) and xz=zfi=O, the triple product 
(x, z, fi) is an element of Hm+p+q-1(X) modulo the ideals generated by 
x and fi. 
3.1. This secondary operation is usually associated with the relation 
expressing associativity of the cup product in the cohomology ring (see 
for instance ADAMS [1], p. 68); following closely CARTAN's description 
([2], p. 13-01), we define 
2Gm=Om(X), lGm=Om+P(X) EB Qm+q(X), OGm=Om+q+P(X) 
and 
fm(c) = (xc, cy) 
gm(c', c")=c'y+xc". 
Here gmo tm=O because (xc)y=x(cy); hence h=O. 
If z is a m-cocycle such that f*(z) = 0, there exist cochains a' and b 
such that xz=~a' and zy=~b. Because h=O, ifJm(y) is defined as the class 
of gm-l(a', b)=a'y+xb (where a' and b are determined modulo arbitrary 
cocycles), which is indeed the customary definition of the triple product 
<x, z, fi). 
The differential operator Ll, acting on G, is respectively ~ + f on 2Q, 
~+g on lQ, and ~ on OG. 
3.2. Instead of using the associativity of the cup-product as the 
defining relation for the triple product C/J, it is also possible to use the 
(anti)-commutativity of the cup-product of cohomology classes, as I did 
in [6], p. 368. 
For this purpose, we define again 
2Gm=Om(X), lGm=Qm+P(X) EB Qm+q(X), OQm=Om+p+q(X), 
but now 
fm(c)=(cx, cy), gm(c', c")=c'y+c"x. 




gf(c)=c(xy+yx)=c~(y u IX)=~[c(y u Ix)]+~c(y u IX)=~h(c)+h(~c) 
if we put 
h(c)=c(y u IX). 
If z is again a m-cocycle such that f*(z) = 0, there exist cochains a and b 
such that zx =~a, zy = ~b and <P(z) is defined as the class of z(y U IX)+ ay + bx, 
where a and b are determined modulo arbitrary cocycles. 
We have to show that this agrees with the usual expression (3.1) of 
the triple product. 
By a formula (see [5]) on cup-1 products, 
z(y U IX)= (zy) U IX+ (z U IX)y 
=~b u Ix+(z u Ix)y. 
But ~b U IX=bx+xb+~(b u IX); 
hence <P(z) is also the class of (z u IX)y+ay+xb. 
Writing xz=~a', we have 
~(a+a')=zx+xz=~(z U IX); 
hence (z U Ix)y+ay=a'y if we keep in mind that a (and a') are determined 
modulo arbitrary cocycles. 
From this follows that the class ofz(y u IX)+ay+bxor(z u IX)y+ay+xb 
is the same as t~e class of a'y+xb, which was obtained in 3.1. 
The differential operator Ll is now ~ + f + h on 2G, is ~ + g on IG and 
reduces to ~ on OG; for this operator Ll, <P coincides with the operator ds 
of the spectral sequence. 
With the present definition, it is the commutativity. xy =yx of the 
product of cohomology classes which ensures the condition g* o f* = 0. 
This shows that quite different relations (as in 3.1 and 3.2) may lead to 
the definition of the same secondary operation. 
4. Another example of operation. 
4.1. Although the present construction can be applied to define an 
operation on one variable, I shall describe it first as an operation on four 
variables. 
Let x, y, z, t be cocycles in any complex X. 
I maps O(X) EB O(X) EB O(X) into O(X) EB O(X) EB O(X) 
by 
f(c', c", c"')=(tzc" +tyc"', tzc' +txc"', tyc' +txc"). 
g maps O(X) EB O(X) EB O(X) into O(X) 
by 
g(c', c", c0')=txc' +tyc" +tzc"'. 
As 
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go f(c', c", c"') = (tytz+tzty)c' + (tztx+txtz)c" + (txty+tytx)c"' 
= b[(ty u Itz)c'] + b[(tz u Itx)c"] + b[(tx U Ity)c"'] 
+ (ty u Itz)bc' + (tz U Itx)bc" + (tx U Ity)bc"' 
we define h by 
h(c', c", c"') = (ty u Itz)c' + (tz u Itx)c" + (tx U Ity)c"'. 
The triple (x, fj, z) belongs to Kerf*, as 
j(x, y, z) = (fb(y U IZ), fb(z U IX), fb(x U IY)) 
which we can write as (ba', ba", ba"'), with 
a' =t(y U IZ), a" =t(z U IX), a"' =t(x U IY) 
modulo arbitrary cocycles of the right dimension. 
According to the definition given in nr. 1, if>(x, fj, z) is the class of 
(ty u 1tz)x+(tz u 1tx)y+(tx U 1ty)z 
+ txt(y U IZ) + tyt(z U IX)+ tzt(x U IY)· 
modulo the ideals generated by lx, ly and lz. 
This expression is obviously a cocycle; one has to prove that if> does 
not vanish identically. This will be done by an explicit computation, 
showing that if>(x, fj, z) = xfjzSqil modulo the ideals generated by lx, ly 
and lz (where Sqit=l u It=Sqn-Il if lis n-dimensional). 
if>(x, fj, z) is the class of 2 (ty u Itz)x+ 2 txt(y U 1z), where 2 denotes 
the sum of the three similar terms arising by a circular permutation of 
x, y, z. 
Applying the formula for cup-1 products (see [5]), 
ty u Itz=(t U Itz)y+t(y U Itz) 
=(tz U 1t)y+t(tz U IY) 
(modulo a coboundary, as all letters denote cocycles), 
=t(z U It)y+(t u 1t)zy+t2(z u IY)+t(t u IY)Z. 
Hence 
2 (ty U 1tz)x=(t u It) 2zyx+t 2 (z u It)yx+t 2 (t U 1y)zx 
+t2 2 (z U 1y)x 
= (t U 1t) 2 zyx+t 2 (z U 1t)yx+t 2 (y u It)zx 
+t2 2 (z u 1y)x 
(modulo a coboundary, because all letters denote cocycles) 
= (t U 1t) 2 zyx+t 2 (xU It)(yz+zy) +t2 2 (z U 1y)x. 
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On the other hand, 
txt(y U lZ)=t2x(y U 1z)+M(x U 1t)(y U 1z) 
=t2x(y u 1z)+t(x u 1t)~(y U 1z)+M[(x U 1t)(y U 1z)] 
=t2x(y u 1z)+t(x U 1t)(yz+zy) 
modulo a coboundary. 
Hence 
lP(x, 'fi, z) is the class of 
(t u 1t) z zyx+t2 z (z U ly)x+t2 z x(y u 1z); 
we shall prove that the last two terms cancel, modulo a co boundary: 
x(y U 1z)+ (y U lZ)X=~((y U 1Z) U !X)+~(y U 1z) U lX 
=(yz+zy) U 1X (modulo a coboundary) 
=y(z U 1x)+z(y u 1x)+(y U lx)z+(z U 1x)y 
(by the formula of [5]). 
This means that, modulo a coboundary, 
zx(yulz)+ z(yulz)x= zy(zulx)+ zz(yulx) 
+ z (y U 1x)z+ z (z U 1x)y; 
but, because xU 1Y+Y U 1X=~(x U 2y), all terms occur twice modulo a 
coboundary; hence, in the formula for lP(x, 'fi, z}, lP(x, 'fi, z) is the class of 
(t u 1t) z zyx=Sqlt z zyx, and because coefficients are taken mod 2, 
lP(x, 'fi, z)=x'fjzSq1t modulo the ideals generated by tx, t'fj and tz. 
In general, xyzSq1t does not belong to the sum of these ideals; take 
for instance for X an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Z, n) or K(Z2, n) with 
fundamental class u, and take for t, x, 'fi and z generators Sq6u, Sq"'u, 
Sqflu, Sq"~u, with O=Fcx, {3, y and such that Sql,=SqO+n-l SqOu is different 
from Sq"'u, Sqflu and Sq"~u. 
This also provides a universal example for this kind of operations; 
another (more general, as it does not assume any kind of relations between 
x, 'fi, z and t) is given by a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces with 
x, 'fi, z and t as their fundamental classes. 
These operations satisfy the axioms of An.A.Ms [1], except of course 
stability for suspension, which does not hold because cup-products are 
involved in the present formulae. 
Here also it is possible to define a graduation in the direct sum of the 
copies of the groups O(X) by 
G= 2(0(X) (f) O(X) (f) O(X))+l(O(X) (f)O(X) (f)O(X))+OO(X); 
f maps elements of degree (or filtration) 2 on elements of degree 1, g maps 
elements of degree 1 on elements of degree 0 and h maps elements of 
degree 2 on elements of degree 0. Defining again a differential operator L1 
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in G as ~ + f + h on the terms of degree 2, as ~ + g on the terms of degree l 
and as ~ on the terms of degree 0, one associates a spectral sequence 
with the filtration of G; then <P again coincides with the differential 
operator da acting on Ea; d2 coincides with /* or g*, acting on 
G* =2(H(X) (B H(X) (B H(X))+l(H(X) (B H(X) (B H(X)) +oH(X). 
It is perhaps worth noticing that the secondary operation arises here 
because !' txtyz (where !' now denotes all six permutations of x, y, z) 
vanishes for a double reason: it can be written, either as ! txt(yz+zy) 
or as ! (txty+tytx)z, where ! again denotes the cyclic permutation of 
x, y, z. 
4.2. An operation on one single variable. 
Let u be a given cocycle in X; consider Sqtxu, Sqflu, Sq'~'u and Sq0u, 
supposing that the dimension of u is large enough to ensure that these 
squares do not vanish universally. The cup product will be denoted by 
a dot. 
Let v be a (variable) cohomology class of X; define 
by 
f*: H(X) --+ H(X) (B H(X) (B H(X) 
f*(v)=(Sq0u · Sq'~'u · Sqflv+Sq0u. Sqflu. Sq'~'v, 
Sq0u. Sq'~'u . Sqtxv+Sq0u . Sqtxu . Sq'~'v, 
SqBu · Sqflu · Sqtxv+Sq0u. Sqtxu · Sqflv). 
(This definition is the same as in 4.1., with x=Sqtxu, y=Sqflu, z=Sq'~'u 
and t=Sq'~'u). 
g*: H(X) (B H(X) (B H(X) --+ H(X) 
is also defined by the same formula as in 4.1., with t=Sq0u, x=SqiXu, 
y=Sqflu, z=Sq8u. 
Just as in 4.1., g* of*= 0 and f*(u) = 0; hence <P(u) is defined and is 
the class (modulo the ideals generated by Sq0u . Sqtxu, Sq0u . Sqflu and 
Sq0u . Sq'~'u) of Sq<Xu . Sqflu • Sq'~'u . Sqn+0-1Sq0u. It is not zero if the 
squares Sqrx, SqP, Sq'~' are all different from Sq0• 
Of course each set of admissible sequences ex, {J, y, 8 defines one such 
operation <P of one variable u. 
5. The spectral sequence of a fibre space. 
Let E be a fibre space (two-stage Postnikov system) with B=K(Z, 3) 
as base space and F=K(Z2, 7) as fibre; denote by e the fundamental 
class (mod 2) of B and by e' the fundamental class of F; let p denote 
the projection, and let the k-invariant be the cup-product e · Sq2e. 
We shall denote by Yt the generator Sqlie of the algebra H*(B), where, 
with the notation of SERRE [8], It is the sequence {2i, ... , 4, 2}1; go=e. 
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5.1. To compute the cohomology of E, we define a monomorphism 
u of O*(B) ® H*(F) onto a subcomplex of cochains of O*(E), such that 
the cohomology of this subcomplex is isomorphic with the cohomology 
of E. (See [4], or [6], § 2.) Taking advantage of the multiplicative structure 
of the cohomology ring of the fibre (tensor product of mo:qogenic poly-
nomial algebras, whose generators are Steenrod powers of the fundamental 
class and hence are transgressive), we can give an explicit description 
of the monomorphism u as soon as we define u(1 ® e'), for which we 
can take a transgression cochain of e'. (See [6], p. 378; see also [3].) If 
Sq1e' denotes a generator of the algebra H*(F), u(1 ® Sq1e') will be 
Sqi u ( 1 0 e') (denoting by Sq the cochain map associated with the Steenrod 
square); for products of generators, it is defined inductively, and u(c ® x) = 
=p(c) u (1 0 x). 
Notice that 2r-th powers of generators are again transgressive; they 
will also be considered as generators ("simple system of generators" in 
the sense of A. BoREL). 
Define a filtration on H*(F) (and hence on O*(B) 0 H*(F)) by a 
graduation: elements of the kernel of the transgression are of degree zero, 
a system of generators of the co-image of the transgression will have 
degree one, and the degrees of polynomials in (non-iterated) generators 
(of degree either zero or one) are defined as usually by the number of the 
factors of degree one. 
The monomorphism u defines a co boundary operator L1 in 0* (B) ® H* (F). 
In particular, let Xt and Xf denote generators of H*(F) and Yt, Yi their 
transgressions; then 
L1(c@ XtXt)=dc@ XtXt+CYJ@ Xt+CYi@ Xt+C(Yt U lYJ)@ l. 
Except for the present notation (with a tensor product), this is es-
sentially the operator L1 of nr. 4. The filtration induces a spectral sequence 
for which Ez=H*(B) 0 H*(F). 
For x a generator of H*(F), define d(1 ® x) as y 0 1, where y is the 
transgression of x; define d(1 ® P) where Pis a polynomial in generators 
of H*(F), by the usual formula for a differential operator, and (for 
z E H*(B)), define d(z ® P) as z ® 1 · d(1 ® P). Then d coincides with 
the differential operator dz of the spectral sequence. 
5.2. In this particular example, all products g1g1 (i, j = 0, 1, ... ; i=Fj), 
all (cup)-squares g12 (i=FO) and ea are in the image of the transgression. 
The images by dz of elements z11 ® x1x1 may have common factors even 
when the ZtJ have no common factors. The sum of such images, divided 
by a common factor, belongs to the kernel of d2• It can be shown that 
all elements (of positive degree) of this kernel are linear combinations 
of such elements (sums of elements of Im d2 divided by a common factor). 
This gives rise to the situation of nr. 4, where tx, tfj, tz denote the trans-
gressions (with a common factor t) of three generators of H*(F). 
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But whereas in nr. 4 the image by da was not always in the sum of 
ideals generated by tx, ty, tz, here Sq1t is again a generator of H*(B) and 
because all products are transgressions, the product xyzSq1t is always a 
transgression. This means that, owing to the particular values of the 
transgression in this example, the image by d3 belongs to Im d2 and hence 
in zero in Ea. For this fibre space, E4=Ea. 
It is still an open question whether this will happen in every two-stage 
Postnikov system, for the filtration defined by a graduation as above in 
nr. 5.1 (elements of degree one in H*(M) being generators of the co-image 
of the transgression). 
University of Brussels 
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